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Through travel I first became aware of the outside 

world; it was through travel that I found my own 

introspective way into becoming a part of it. 

 
- Eudora Welty 
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1. The end of the road 

 

Not so very long ago the internet was conceptualised as an ‘information superhighway’ - 

something that led us on a very concrete, very solid and very definite route across the 

digital landscape. Its purpose was to allow easy access to information and to create the 

quickest, most efficient and most direct way to get to where we wanted. It was a 

superhighway of vast proportions, fast, direct and efficient.  

 

And then, something happened. Somewhere along the way the highway stopped. Just like that it broke up into a 

tangled mess of tarmac, rubble and dust, unable to go any further into the digital space. And suddenly it 

dawned upon us that the way forward was no longer to be visualised as a definite, solid superhighway but as an 

uncharted landscape, with no large marked routes or paths.      

 

By 2006 the idea of an ‘information superhighway’ had been well and truly consigned to history. Wikipedia (a 

creation of the Web 2.0 phenomenon that arguably killed the term) defines it as “a now obsolete term” once 

used “to describe ways of expanding the internet beyond its then current state.” 

 

So if no longer a highway, how then do we describe the expansion of the internet and the digital arena beyond 

its current state? We still cling to the hope that there are some sort of navigable routes out there; we talk of 

the “drive” to web and of “web traffic” despite the disappearance of the superhighway. In Convergence Culture 
1Jenkins writes of the New Orleans Media Experience conference that although it "pressed us into the future... 

every path forward had roadblocks." So just what terminology can we use now that the highway has broken up 

and the roads forward are blocked? How can we visualise and talk about what lies beyond and around the 

remains of the highway? At the moment, we seem to find ourselves simply standing on the edge of a gigantic 

uncharted landscape, an unmapped digital space. No one is quite sure of an all-encompassing metaphor to 

describe the expansion of media and the digital world.   

 

Indeed, it is perhaps no co-incidence therefore, that industry commentators have tended to visualise the 

expansion of new media and the internet as a landscape, a territory to be mapped and navigated. Google for 

example has 270,000 references to the phrase “new media landscape.” The introduction to Jenkins’s 

Convergence Culture declares that the book "maps a new territory" and thanks to Rupert Murdoch we now of 

course talk of digimmigrants and diginatives – terms that explicitly reference people’s relationship to a 

landscape or country. Even at an application level, the metaphor is prevalent. The Alexa Web Search is a 

platform providing access to the vast web crawl collected by the Alexa Internet. The icon for their service is 

two people opening a door to a vast landscape beyond: 
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And it’s not just within the media industry that this conceptual metaphor is being touted, either. Writers too 

are visualising the digital, virtual world as a landscape. In The .Powerbook Winterson describes the internet as a 

continually shifting landscape of thoughts and experiences: 

 

“This is a virtual world. This is a world inventing itself. Daily, new landmasses form and then submerge. New 

continents of thought break off from the mainland. Some benefit from a trade wind, some sink without a trace. 

Others are like Atlantis – fabulous, talked about, but never found.”2 

 

And in a similar vein, back in 1990 John Barlow wrote that “Columbus was probably the last person to behold so 

much usable and unclaimed real estate (or unreal estate) as these cybernauts have discovered.”3 Indeed several 

universities and industry bodies have even attempted to map the digital content out there: 

“This is an atlas of maps and graphic representations of the geographies of the new electronic territories of the 

Internet, the World Wide Web and other emerging cyberspaces.”  

Cybergeography promises us maps created by “cyber-explorers” from all corners of the world that will help us 

“visualise and comprehend the new digital landscapes beyond our computer screen” and to “help us navigate 

the new information landscapes.” 

 

Early attempts at ‘mapping’ digital content and spaces from www.cybergeography.org 
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2. Digitravel 
 

Given the tendency amongst industry and social commentators to conceptualise the new media expansion and 

the digital space as a landscape, it is no surprise that we have come to conceptualise the way that we actually 

use and interact with this emerging technology in a similar vein. The language we have adopted to describe our 

exploits in the digital world is that of a travel lexicon; we have a ‘home’ page and a ‘navigation’ bar, we look 

for web ‘sites’ of interest or note and even the branded browsers follow suit - Microsoft’s browser application is 

for example the 'Internet Explorer' and Apple’s the Mac ‘Safari’ with a compass as it’s icon. Apple’s current and 

new operating systems are the ‘Mac OS X Tiger’ and the ‘Mac OS X Leopard’ respectively (Panther and Jaguar 

were the earlier versions). If the terminology we have adopted tells us anything it is that the urbanised, 

concrete superhighway has long gone. We are now explorers, making our own journeys and routes into a 

wilderness.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On Mac’s we even have a ‘dashboard’ application, another instrument used to navigate and direct journeys. 

Indeed we refer to the very hardware through which we access the digital world as ‘platforms’ a term which 

also has of course a secondary meaning as a station, a point of arrival, a point of departure, and a transit zone.4 

The travel lexicon, the idea that we are going somewhere, is deeply embedded in our digital conscious. The IAB 

for example talk of “customer paths” through sites.5 And in her aptly named book Hello World: travels in 

virtuality Sue Thomas argues that the evolution of the internet has meant that “we have an alternative mental 

geography now” and that as a result “we are learning to be nomads again.” Murdoch was wrong. We are not so 

much immigrants and natives in this new landscape, as travellers and tourists. It is not our experience or 

technical ability that divides us, but our attitude. The distinction between the traveller and the tourist has long 

been made by authors; 

 

“The traveller was active; he went strenuously in search of people, of adventure, of experience. The tourist is 

passive; he expects interesting things to happen to him. He goes ‘sight-seeing.” - Daniel J. Boorstin 

 

“The traveller sees what he sees. The tourist sees what he has come to see.” - G.K Chesterton 

 

And so it is with the Digitraveller and the Digitourist. The Digitraveller is one who actively goes in search of 

people, adventure and experience in the digital arena whereas the Digitourist wants a guide, a navigable 

journey and a scheduled tour.  
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2.1 Digitourists  
 

Digitourists essentially look for embassies in the virtual world. They look for sites or brands that act as guides. 

Digitourists, like any tourists, know exactly what they want to see and what they want to find - whether it be a 

product or a piece of information. Amazon.com is a good example of a brand that was initially tailored to the 

digitourist. When it first appeared in the late 1990's Amazon.com single handily revolutionised online shopping. 

It brought simplicity, security and reliability to an otherwise horrific experience. This was something 

undoubtedly aided by its choice of name. In the real world, rivers such as the Amazon were once hazardous and 

dangerous trade routes during colonial times. Early online shopping represented a similar nightmarish trip into 

the depths of the darkest continents. The traders one met online were unethical colonisers in a dark, digital 

landscape, ripping off all those around them and employing whatever methods they liked to make money. It was 

a wilderness with a law of its own. Until the late 90's online shopping sites generally had the reputation as little 

more than shoddy outposts manned by unethical rogues and underhand traders. Amazon.com however changed 

all that. It created a navigable, reliable, safe and easy passage for trading. Indeed the success of early ‘web 

brands’ such as Amazon and Ebay was arguably due to their ability to fulfil the needs of the first Digitourists. 

They created safe passages, embassies and guides in an otherwise digital wilderness where the natives spoke a 

bizarre and inaccessible language called Hyper Text Mark-Up.  
 

Today of course, there are a myriad of brands and sites that try to fulfil this function. Now every branded 

website aims to offer this type of service whether it be companies like American Express or the kind of ‘hotel 

reception desk’ services offered by MSN and other web portals. Sites such as MSN provide the equivalent of 

‘local information’ and services to Digitourists. From web portals you have immediate access to everything you 

could need during your visit to the digital world, such as quick links to news and email. As such the Digitourists 

that we see today are much more discerning and demanding than those first generation tourists of the 90's. 

Indeed it is the very demands and wants of the modern Digitourist that are helping to drive the vast array of 

new technological applications flooding the market. What are on-demand TV, TiVo and Sky+ but the digital 

equivalent of 'package holiday' solutions? Media owners are offering direct transfers (cutting out all that 

travelling through adverts), offering whatever you want, when you want it; a living-'room service' with knobs on. 

As a result Digitourist's have come to expect a certain level of service. And media owners are having to respond 

to a very demanding Digitourist. It is no longer just about giving them safe passage and providing them with a 

guide anymore. Now they want the works, the high-class service and quick door to door transfers. Below are two 

descriptions of the services offered by Sky and Freeview, two digital content providers:  

 

“Choose what you want to watch. You can now build your perfect Sky TV package. Choose 2, 4 or 6 

entertainment mixes in any combination.”6  

 

“With over 120 of the very best hand-picked programmes from 19 great channels, you can watch what you want 

when you want to - you’ll be spoilt for choice.”7 

 

Now compare that to the description of the services offered by Thompson package holidays: 

 

“Experience the flexibility. Scheduled flights to whisk you off to paradise and back just when it suits you. Enjoy 

the freedom. A holiday created exclusively for you from a breathtaking choice of options.”8  
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Rather similar are they not? Reaching the Digitourist is no longer simply a case of providing ‘safe passage’ 

anymore. The Digital world has become eminently more civilised in recent years. It is no longer the dark, 

foreboding wilderness it once was. It is now rich with culture, places and sites to visit. Digitourists no longer 

want safe passage and protection. They want a guide instead. The digital land is now a vast entity – and one 

that is constantly shifting and changing. Digitourists want an up-to-date map. They want a revised edition every 

time those “continent of thoughts” (as Winterson termed them) change. Which is daily, if not hourly. Newsmap9 

is an example of such a service that taps directly into this Digitourist need. The site displays news stories as 

space-constrained visualisations – in other words the more coverage a story has, the bigger the space it 

occupies. “Newsmap” the site tells us “is an application that visually reflects the constantly changing landscape 

of the Google News aggregator.” (My italics) 

 

 
Newsmap  

 

Indeed as the digital world constantly shifts and changes, software such as RSS feeding is becoming increasingly 

important to Digitourists. RSS (Really Simple Syndication) is software that allows people to “flag” content 

(another interesting term given that flags are used to mark land rights and territorial citizenships), from 

regularly updated sites (such as the BBC and other news sites for example). RSS feeds aggregate new entries to 

flagged sites into an easy to read format that is delivered directly to an inbox. There is no need to have to make 

repeated journeys across the web in order to find those new continents of thought. They are brought right to 

your doorstep. The new role for Media Owners and software providers is then to offer this type of service to the 

Digitourist. Microsoft’s Internet Explorer for example has an add-on called 1-Click Answers, a piece of software 

that provides instant access to Answers.com from any program, without interrupting your work. Users simply 

alt-click on any word or phrase on their screen (e-mail, browser, any Office program) and get instant answers, 

facts and explanations in a concise ‘AnswerTip’ information bubble. Clicking the 'more' button allows them to 

access Answers.com. Microsoft is providing the Digitourist with a phrase and guide book at the ready. 
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2.2 Digitravellers 

 

 

 
Digitravellers are different to Digitourists - no less or no more technologically able in many cases, they want 

however to explore things for themselves. They want to navigate their own way around the wilderness of 

information and stories of the internet, roughing it unguided through the digital landscape. Their interest lies 

not so much in arriving at a piece of information or a particular site as the Digitourist’s does but instead on the 

journey itself. For the Digitraveller it is all about the people they meet and the unexpected, undiscovered 

places they stumble across along the way.  

 

“A good traveller has no fixed plans and is not intent on arriving.” 

Lao Tzu 

  

In a recent study by the University of Zurich10 researchers found that “independent travellers mostly have no 

detailed outline of their trip, their itinerary varies.” This is a very similar description to that of the ‘web surfer’ 

who (according to Answers.com) “jumps” quickly from hyperlink to hyperlink looking for something of interest. 

Digitravellers and Digitourists are not mutually exclusive by any means. They visit the same sites, just as a 

traveller and a tourist will both visit The Taj Mahal. But their mindset, their attitude to it and experience of it 

will be very different. And whilst it is the Digitourist mode of behaviour that has arguably driven the growth of 

emergent technology it is the Digitraveller behavioural mode that has dictated and shaped the way we actually 

use this technology. 

 

Travellers have long been closely associated with the digital world, an association perhaps first made explicit by 

Henry Jenkins in his excellent and fascinating dialogue with Mary Fuller in 1995 entitled Nintendo® and New 

World Travel Writing. Here he notes that when he watches his son playing Nintendo he watches "him play the 

part of an explorer and a colonist, taking a harsh new world and bringing it under his symbolic control" - a 

connection that has since been made explicit in the travel writing of today's now grown-up Nintendo generation. 

The final chapter of Alex Garland's The Beach, a novel about a backpacker's search for a mysterious Eden in 

Thailand, is entitled 'Game Over.' Indeed as the main character Richard attempts to colonise, master and 
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explore the island he travels through, at the same time in the novel we repeatedly see him trying to master the 

final levels of the Nintendo Gameboy he finds at the beach.  

 

The traveller/explorer mindset has been pivotal to the expansion of the internet and has arguably led to the so 

called Web 2.0 phenomenon. Our tendency to adopt a traveller mindset and traveller behaviour patterns has, I 

believe, shaped the internet that we see before us today. The following section outlines seven parallels that 

exist between travelling cultures and the internet culture that has emerged today. 

i) The importance of communities 

From Gypsy groups to backpackers, communities have always been a fundamental part of the travelling culture. 

And it is no different in the digital world where online 'communities' have, in the last few years become an 

increasingly important feature of the internet. Sites such as MySpace and The Palace are like digital hostels, 

web camp sites where you pitch your tent, put up your profile and join other virtual travellers. Backpacking 

around the digital world is, for the most part a largely solitary experience. You are after all, sat alone in front 

of a PC/mobile/TV so it comes as no surprise really that there is a natural desire to become part of a 

community. Indeed Digitraveller communities are very similar to real world backpacker communities; travellers 

whether online or a Thai island, strike up relations with people they know very little about other than that they 

are in the same location at the same time. The University of Zurich’s study into ‘independent travellers’ found 

that most: 

 

“…would deliberately seek out youth hostels because there they can easily meet other travellers with similar 

preferences and valuable experience to draw on.”  

 

Indeed in the study it was further noted that “several subjects said they purposely intend to meet and travel 

with other (unknown) people.” In The Beach the main character Richard embarks on an adventure with two 

people he has only just met, remembering half way into the expedition that "we were virtual strangers." Richard 

and his companions eventually stumble upon a community of backpackers from all over the world, Sweden, 

Yugoslavia, South Africa and America to name but a few - much like an online community. Richard notes that: 

 

"It suddenly occurred to me that I knew nothing about the past lives of my companions except their place of 

origin... You could tell plenty about someone from the places they'd chosen to visit, and which of those places 

were their favourites. Of course I know there's an element of pop psychology about how much you can read into 

people's favourite travel locations. But nonetheless, I have faith in the principle."11 

 

Digitraveller communities work on surprisingly similar principles. Networks and communities have been built 

around people’s ‘favourites’ or bookmarked sites, creating a recent ‘social bookmarking’ phenomenon. (Social 

Bookmarking is a web based service through which people can share Internet Bookmarks.) del.icio.us is perhaps 

the most well known, allowing you to “share favourites with friends, family, co-workers and the del.icio.us 

community. You can find other people on del.icio.us who have interesting bookmarks.” Similarly Last FM is an 

online radio station that builds a detailed profile of each user’s musical tastes, showing their favourite artists 

and songs on a customisable profile webpage. The system also recommends artists similar to a user’s favourites. 
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Recommendations are calculated using a collaborative filtering algorithm. Users can browse a list of artists not 

listed on their profile but which appear on the profiles of others with similar musical tastes.  

 

But it’s not just about meeting people and forging new links. Communities as entities, as we shall see later, are 

very powerful. They actually control and shape the digital landscape around them. The aptly named site ‘Digg’ 

for example, is a community based website that uses a form of non-hierarchical democratic editorial control to 

edit news stories and websites. The community defines the content of the site by ‘digging’ stories out of those 

submitted. Those with the most ‘diggs’ go to the top of the front page. Everything is submitted and voted on by 

the community and it is the community as a whole, who quite literally ‘dig’ up and change the digital landscape 

around them on a daily basis.  

 

ii) The significance of word of mouth 

 

"I chose you because you were a traveller. Any traveller would have done the job. Spreading the news is in our nature." 

The Beach (Alex Garland) 

 

It is perhaps no co-incidence that in recent years 'word of mouth' has become an increasingly important part of 

modern marketing mixes - it has long been a central part of the travelling community. Traditionally, places of 

interest are passed on from traveller to traveller. In The Backpacker for example the main character Rick heads 

to Ko Pang Gang because "a couple I met here earlier told me it was a good place."12 Similarly the infamous 

beach in Garland's novel is the subject of such discussion within the backpacking community. "Word of mouth" 

we are told "passes on the location to a lucky few." Indeed when a sketch of the location of the beach hand-

drawn by one of the “lucky few” is compared against a map in a guidebook, the word of the mysterious traveller 

is given more importance and higher status than that of the official guidebook. 

 

"There are many differences between the map in my guidebook and your friend's map.' 

'Which one did you go for?' 

'Your friend.' 

I nodded. 'Good choice." 

 

And so it is in the digital world where personal recommendations, or 'user' reviews, are increasingly important to 

businesses. In a survey of 137 retailers conducted by Forrester Research, just 26% of participating retailers 

offered customer ratings and reviews on their web sites but 96% of those who did rated the “merchandising 

tactic” as effective or very effective at increasing online conversion rates.13 Both Amazon.com and Ebay have 

relied on customer reviews and opinions from their outset. Indeed according to new research from Compete 

Inc., a market research firm that specialises in how consumers interact with brands online, members of social 

networking sites such as MySpace and Facebook are increasingly “turning away from traditional media and 

instead looking to peers for product information and recommendations.”14 

 

But it’s not just user reviews. The blogosphere is another very important source of word of mouth for 

Digitravellers. The blogosphere is a collective term encompassing all blogs as a community or social network. 

What is interesting is that like tribal explorers in a vast landscape Digitravellers quite literally ‘track’ each other 

across the digital space. Like explorers they leave tracks for others. ‘Trackbacks’ as they are termed are used 
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primarily to facilitate communication between blogs. If a blogger writes a new entry commenting on, or 

referring to an entry found at another blog, then the commenting blogger can notify the other blog with a 

TrackBack ping. The receiving blog will typically display summaries of, and links to, all the commenting entries 

below the original entry. This allows for conversations spanning several blogs that readers can easily follow. 

“Backpackers” John tells us in The Backpacker, “gossip like old women and all it takes is a word from one 

traveller to another, overheard in the reception of a guesthouse, to guarantee continent-wide broadcast.” The 

same could very well be said of Digitravellers. 

 

iii) The emergence of a remix culture 

“The remix is the very nature of the digital.” William Gibson15  

 

As travellers we are strangers in foreign lands. And as a result we have a natural desire to contextualise new 

experiences, cultures and places, tagging them with meaning from our sphere of existence in order to ground 

and familiarise them. We want to tie unfamiliar experiences and places to something that we recognise. We 

want to ground them in an experience or world that we know by looking at the place or event through a familiar 

lens. In The Backpacker for example, as John films a group of Indian beggars preying on tourists he notes that 

“it reminded me of a scene from the film Aliens.” 

 

This desire to contextualise and ground the unknown is a trait of the traveller/digitraveller mindset that some 

brands have already successfully managed to hook into. When M&M’s for example, launched their new dark 

chocolate variant last year, they created an online puzzle in which the viewer has to travel around (an albeit 

2D) landscape, spotting familiar references to horror films.16 

 

But the aim of travel is also of course, somewhat contrarily, to see things in a new light, to make the familiar, 

unfamiliar. As G.K. Chesterton once said “the whole object of travel is not to set foot on foreign land; it is at 

last to set foot on one's own country as a foreign land.” The remix nature of the digital world in which you can 

remix what is around you, cut up the old and craft something new out of it, it is exactly the travel mindset 

Chesterton talks of. What was once familiar is now foreign and re-crafted. As Yakob notes in his article 

Remixing the Future,17 in September 2005 a post-production house organised a competition to re-cut trailers to 

make them seem like different movies. The winning entry remixed the horror classic The Shinning into a 

romantic comedy.18 Henry Miller said of travel that “one’s destination is never a place, but a new way of seeing 

things.” The remix nature of the digital allows the Digitraveller to achieve this sense of travel Zen.  

 

But remixing is not a new phenomenon. It is already synonymous with hip-hop and dance music and has in fact 

long been a defining part of both these music genres. Hip-hop is a style of music that sprung up amongst 

African-American groups in America during the 1970’s – an ethnic group that had, of course, been severely 

geographically segregated and restricted until the 1960’s, something that arguably, still unofficially continues 

today with areas such as the Bronx. It is perhaps significant that remixing has become such a dominant feature 

of this music then. Remixing at one level contains an element of assertion, of taking something, turning it 

around and reclaiming it as your own. Like pieces of land, pieces of tracks are reclaimed, re-developed and 

owned by new groups.  
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Remix may have a similar significance for the digitraveller. In the heavily colonised digital world we have a 

desire to reclaim and colonise the land, the media around us. Interestingly dance music, one of the earliest 

media to use remixing along with Hip Hop has also long been the genre of choice for backpackers. It is remixed 

dance music that has become the signature sound of the infamous backpacker ‘Moon’ parties and raves and is 

now synonymous with islands such as Ibiza and Aye Napa. The roots of remixing and remix music are clearly very 

closely entwined with both travel and colonisation or territorial ownership. As such a remix culture is an 

important part of the Web 2.0 phenomenon as Digitravellers struggle to familiarise and master the world they 

inhabit.   

   

iv) The importance of stories 

 

Storytelling has always been very closely linked to travelling. From the Odyssey to the Pilgrim’s Progress the act 

of travel has always spawned a wealth of epic and legendary stories. Indeed as Jenkins notes in Nintendo® and 

New World Travel Writing it is perhaps no co-incidence that the sixteenth century saw an incredible literary 

scene with the likes of Shakespeare, Marlowe and Sidney flourish alongside the exploits of Drake and Raleigh.19 

In the University of Zurich’s study into Independent Travellers it was found that all of those studied “share their 

experience with friends and relatives,” typically it was noted by “storytelling.” Travelling and storytelling have 

always gone hand in hand and digitravel is no exception - indeed what is a blog but the digital equivalent of a 

ship’s/captain’s log, a record of places travelled and often a map of other sites and web logs for other travellers 

to visit? As Digitravellers, like every explorer and travelling culture before us, we too feel the need to map our 

explorations through narrative and to tell our stories. Indeed in The .Powerbook, an exploration of virtual 

worlds and the art of storytelling, Jeanette Winterson comments that:        

  

“The stories are maps. Maps of journeys that have been made and might have been made. A Marco Polo route 

through territory real and imagined.” 

Jeanette Winterson; The .Powerbook 

 

The very phrase "Digital storytelling" is, according to Wikipedia an “emerging term that arises from a grassroots 

movement, using new digital tools to help ordinary people to tell their own 'true stories.” The scholar De 

Certeau even went as far as asserting that “every story is a travel story – a spatial practice,”20 and in Possible 

Worlds, Artificial Intelligence, and Narrative Theory Marie-Laure Ryan asserts that “fiction is characterised as a 

mode of travel into textual space” and that “the trajectory of narrative can be visualised as a journey within 

the confines of this space.”  

 

It is perhaps no surprise then that we have seen stories become increasingly important to Digitravellers. De 

Certeau reminds us that one traditional function of narratives is to define a people’s relation to their spaces, to 

justify their claims upon a certain geography.21 Is it any wonder then that we have seen the rise of user-

generated content from Digitraveller’s eager to tell their stories?  

 

v) The importance of knowledge 

 

In the sixteenth century as New World exploration flourished, knowledge became a very important commodity.22 

“Information itself,” Jenkins notes “becomes the priceless commodity.” There was, he argues a notable shift in 
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value from ‘things to be discovered’ to ‘information about the terrain covered en route.’ Similarly the details, 

routes, passages and hidden depths of media found on the internet have become powerful drivers of online 

communities. Just like in the sixteenth century, the more we explore and travel, the more important the 

information and details that we bring back becomes. It would be almost impossible for one person to ever fully 

explore somewhere exhaustively. When you travel or visit a place you only ever see a relatively small part of it, 

no matter how much you look around. There is always something about it that passes you by, which is why for 

Digitravellers, ‘knowledge’ has become such an important driver of online communities. In Convergence 

Culture23 Jenkins gives us the example of The Matrix, a story that unfolds across a number of platforms. Rather 

than simply being a film with spin-offs, key elements of The Matrix story are instead embedded within the film, 

the video game, the animations and the comic books. Jenkins argues that few consumers will be able to 

dedicate the time required to get the whole picture which is why it has spawned the formation of ‘knowledge 

communities’ - communities that share information. ABC’s hit series Lost is another good example of this. 

Elements and details of the Lost story unfolded across a multi-platform ARG (Alternative Reality Game). The 

multitude of platforms included the TV show, websites, blogs, vodcasts, real world stunts and phone messages. 

At the time of airing there was a wealth of ‘Lost’ blogs and communities all trading and sharing the information 

they had gleaned: 

 

Thank you to Ernest the unicorn, Rosy D, Emma P, oobersheep, Kerry and Vicci for sending me in the translated 

message: "This is not your fault. As you once shouted at the top of your lungs "we've all got blood on our hands" I just 

hope my friend is resting easy. Where are you? I'll need you to meet me in Norway." 

 

What do you all make of that, then?!   

Channel 4 Lost blog 

 

But it’s not just blogs that have seen this kind of collaborative authorship. Over the last few years we have also 

seen the rise of wiki’s. A wiki is a website that allows visitors to easily add, remove, edit and change content, 

typically without the need for registration. This ease of interaction and operation makes a wiki an effective tool 

for mass collaborative authoring. The most well known is of course the free encyclopedia, Wikipedia. Travel, 

the old adage goes, broadens the mind. And so should Digitravel. With the rise of the Digitraveller we have seen 

the rise of knowledge pooling and sharing. What is also interesting is that the brand that has perhaps capitalised 

most on the rise of the Digitraveller generation is Apple. A brand that has as it’s logo a half-bitten apple, an 

image which is of course also the symbol of forbidden knowledge.  

 

vi) The desire to discover 

 

"All the islands have protection. Tourists cannot visit... the most adventurous travellers are exploring the islands. This 

is why they go there. Because there will be no other tourists." 

Alex Garland, The Beach 

 

Part of the difference between the tourist and the traveller is the latter's desire to wander off the beaten track, 

to discover and explore the unknown. The beach in the title of Garland’s novel was of course a secret place, an 

undiscovered haven tucked away in a location specifically out of bounds to tourists that only a few select 

travellers ever found. There is a similar mentality amongst the Digitraveller generation. Being able to wander 

off the beaten track and discover sites and places beyond the well-visited ones is increasingly important to 
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Digitravellers – hence the popularity of sites such as Boing Boing, (“A directory of wonderful things”) which pull 

together the weird and the wonderful from the world wide web.24  

 

 

vii) Fluid identities and self-discovery  

 

“This window is emptier. The cross-references are cryptic. As we scroll down it, looking for something familiar, we 

seem to be scrolling into another self – one we recognise but cannot place.” 

Jeanette Winterson, The .Powerbook 

 

Travelling is of course also about finding and/or losing oneself. "Sometimes,” Richard tells us in The Beach “it 

feels to me like I walked into that glade and lit the cigarette, and someone else came along and finished it... 

this other person did things I wouldn't do." Digitravel is no different. “When I sit at my computer," Winterson 

writes, "I talk to people whose identity I cannot prove. I disappear into a web of co-ordinates.”25 Digital 

identities are fluid. You can become whoever you want to, adopt whatever name you like. In The Beach, the 

people Richard meets are known only by their first names or under pseudonyms - he is for example, given the 

map by a man he only knows as Daffy Duck. Similarly, in the digital world many travellers go under pseudonyms, 

'board names' or 'avatar' alter egos. Travelling through the digital world, as in the real world gives people the 

opportunity to re-invent themselves and explore different and new aspects of their personalities.  
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3. Commercialisation  
 

So this is all well and good but what implications does it have for the world of communications? Well, it is 

important to understand the mindset of those who have been integral to shaping the forefront of digital content 

as it is today. When we do, it quickly becomes apparent that it is not enough to simply roll out in the digital 

world the kind of advertising that we have in the real world. The Digitraveller and the Digitourist have a very 

particular set of needs and demands that are very different from our everyday lives. Ad-Option recently stirred 

up the debate with its construction of a virtual Times Square in Second Life. The company has sold billboard 

space to the likes of Lego, American Apparel and Intel. Contagious and others however question the use of 

traditional advertising methods such as billboards, within the virtual world. “The in-world marketing clutter” 

Contagious notes “seems to advance further and further down the road to mimicking that in reality.”26 Indeed if 

our analysis has shown us anything, it is that the Digitraveller and Digitourist clearly demand more from 

advertisers in this new landscape.  

  

3.1 Advertising to the Digitraveller 
 

The digital landscape, we must remember is a shared landscape. Digitravellers not only visit sites but also 

cultivate and mark their own territories and spaces. The following section looks at how some advertisers and 

brands have successfully tapped into the seven elements of Digitraveller culture outlined earlier.   

  

i) The importance of communities  
 

Nike has very successfully capitalised on the importance of communities amongst the Digitraveller generation. It 

has created a space where a utopian community can thrive. In many ways it has created the football equivalent 

of ‘the beach,’ a space where an idealistic community paradise can thrive. Joga Bonito27 is, we are told on the 

website, “a place” and “a community for football players dedicated to keeping the game beautiful.”   

 

Part of successfully tapping the community ethic however, is also recognising the importance of personalisation 

within these sites. Indeed it could be argued that half the success of MySpace is in its very name. It allows 

people to personalise and claim a piece of territory as their own. It is after all MySpace. Indeed the failure of 

Friendster, a site very similar to MySpace, has been partly attributed to the fact that it limited users' ability to 

express themselves. When users hacked the Friendster templates to personalise them, they were booted off the 

site.28 MySpace in contrast actively encourages such customisation (until recently that is – a development to 

which we will return later.) This is something which Radio 1 used to their advantage. In an attempt to reach a 

new generation of listeners they recently created ‘Musicubes towers.’ Musicubes are a visual representation of a 

person’s musical tastes that can be built into a custom tower and then displayed on MySpace pages. “Put a 

Musicube tower,” we are instructed “wherever you have a webspace or send it to a friend.” So not only can you 

claim a piece of a digital site as your own but you can build on it too. Part of networking and of defining your 

place in a community is about marking out your space and territory.  Indeed it is interesting that blogs are made 

up of ‘posts,’ a term which has a secondary meaning as a geographical marker in the ground. Advertisers need 

to recognise that it is not just about staking their identity in these digital spaces. It is as much about facilitating 

others to do so. Instead however, most advertisers are pre-occupied how their identity will be affected. “One of 
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the key features that attracted millions of people to create a dialogue area on the web” Contagious notes, “was 

customisation, My customisation.”29 

 

ii) The importance of word of mouth 

 

As discussed, the blogosphere is a very powerful word of mouth device. Digitraveller ‘blog chatter’ is how 

stories, news and information get distributed across the internet. It is a kind of traveller grapevine. Blogs are 

not singular entities. They link to each other via comments, trackbacks and regular inline URLs – which allows 

brands to track what is being said about them and more importantly by whom. Unlike spoken word of mouth, 

the blogoshpere has a trail of links that can be tracked. Brand tracking services such as Technorati.com track 

and index blogs and the links they make. Technorati currently monitors over 63.2 million blogs. Its search and 

organisation facilities allow you to keep track of what is being said about a particular topic, issue or brand and 

by whom. Blogging can thus be harnessed by brands to generate business, canvass opinion and monitor consumer 

commentary. ‘Blog chatter’ is an increasingly important element of the digital world that brands must consider. 

Because blogs are regularly updated and will often have a number of links to other sites they are highly visible 

within natural search engine listings. (The number of links a particular page has to it and how regularly it is 

updated are two of the criteria of many page ranking algorithms) As such a new breed of PR company has begun 

to emerge. On-line PR companies feed information and stories to bloggers and online publications. As blogs are 

all about fresh, constantly changing content, providing bloggers with stories and information is beneficial to 

both parties.30  

 

Such is the power of blog chatter, the blogosphere is capable of generating huge momentum at a ‘grass-roots’ 

level (indeed the notion of ‘seeding’ ideas and comments has already been adopted into blogger terminology) - 

a fact which has not escaped the attention of many advertisers. Recently, some brands have tried to use the 

power of blog chatter to try and create a consumer need that their brand can then fulfil. But be warned. The 

Digitraveller is not easily fooled. They are extremely wise to “Atsro-turfing” (fake grass-root campaigning) and 

any attempt to manipulate the digital landscape. In Australia for example Coke Zero fell foul of widespread 

backlash from the blogging community when it was revealed that the ‘Zero movement’ was nothing more than a 

thinly veiled attempt by the drinks manufacturer to mimic a grass roots movement. Coke had created a blog, 

complete with ghost writers and backdated comments. But they were not the only ones. In May 2006, SanDisk 

launched a site called iDon't, appearing to be a blog started by individuals opposed to Apple's domination of the 

portable music player market. It was soon revealed however to actually be an advertising mechanism for their 

own device, the Sansa e200. The website now redirects to the company's own lilmosta.com domain. Similarly in 

December 2006, the "All I want for Xmas is a PSP" marketing campaign by Zipatoni and Sony sparked outrage 

from the gaming community when it was discovered that the fake blog was in fact assembled by a marketing 

team. In contrast another drinks manufacturer, Tango actually managed to tap into the furore around blog 

astro-turfing started by Coke by deliberately incorporating it into part of its tongue-in-cheek Welsh fruit 

campaign. Tango created what became a cult fake blog supposedly written by inhabitants of a welsh town 

where Tango shot their spoof Bravia commercial. 

 

Another good example of utilising blogs in the right way was the Playstation ‘Freedom’ campaign which tapped 

into the heart of the young Digitraveller mindset. “Wannabe Freedom Explorers” as Sony termed them were 
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given the chance to win a year’s all expenses paid trip around the world, during which they would blog their 

experience. 

 

iii) The importance of the remix 

 
Back in 2000 20th Century Fox demanded that webmasters of unofficial X-Files and Buffy the Vampire Slayer 

sites remove materials relating to the shows from their sites. Lawyers issued warnings and fans organised a 

protest outside the company’s offices. Digital territorial disputes spilled over into the real world as irate 

consumers protested outside Fox’s real world lair.31 

   

So just who does the digital land belong to? As we see within the pages of community sites, customising and 

claiming digital territory is an important facet of the Digitraveller. “MySpace” is almost a warning to others, a 

declaration of ownership. But it’s not just about ‘customisation.’ Reclaiming digital land or space is another 

significant facet of the Digitraveller. As discussed earlier, remixing is a form of reclamation. Consumers, Jenkins 

argues in his essay Digital Land Grab32 are “shock troops” in a struggle that will define the digital age. Digital 

content, the digital land that brands create is and will be up for grabs. A number of brands have realised this 

and put it to good effect. Old Spice for example lets you remix their latest ad at www.whensheshot.com.33 GM 

also ran a similar co-promotion with The Apprentice for Chevy Tahoe where users could build a 30 second spot 

out of existing collateral: http://chevyapprentice.com. (They of course also had to take the less positive entries 

– a point to which we shall return later)   

 

Today we live in a world of concrete walkways, tower blocks, pre-packaged meals and ready to eat food. The 

majority of us are totally removed from the land we live from. Everything has been constructed, built, grown 

and harvested for us. The digital world however offers an alternative. Suddenly we can chop up bits of HTML, 

video footage, audio tracks and create something from it. The Digitraveller can use the land around them. They 

have a kind of ‘digital bush skill set.’ They are digital Ray Mears. They can add to, cultivate and change the 

landscape around them. They have learned to live from the fat of the digital land. No surprise then that the 

pre-packaged, flash, slick and highly-polished digital offerings from media owners are slowly being replaced in 

popularity stakes by low-budget, low production user-generated content such as that found on Youtube. Many 

brands now tap into this notion of user generated content. As yet however, the only way advertisers have 

managed to do so, is to run competitions to re-mix and build commercials such as Chevy, Virgin, Dove and most 

recently Pepsi. The challenge going forward then will be for advertisers to try to fulfil this Digitraveller need in 

new and different ways.  

 

iv) The importance of stories 

 
Storytelling as we saw is integral to travel. As such it is an important driver for the Digitraveller, as industry 

commentators are beginning to recognise. In his keynote address at the Direct Marketing Association’s Annual 

Conference and Exhibition in San Francisco, Michael Davis (DraftFCB Chicago) declared that content remains the 

chief challenge facing marketers today and that “storytelling” is “key to optimising vast media opinions.”34 

 

But it’s not just any old story. Brands have, after all been putting stories out there since advertising began – the 
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exploits of the Nescafe couple and the Oxo family have been paraded in commercials for decades. So how is it 

different for the Digitraveller? Do they demand a particular type of story? Maybe. In Nintendo® and New World 

Writing Henry Jenkins draws parallels between the narratives of the early PC games of the 1990’s and those of 

sixteenth century New World travelling. Travellers, wherever they are (the real or the digital world), seem to 

write in a particular way. Jenkins and Fuller argue that in both New World narratives and the early games of the 

90’s such as Nintendo, there is a shift in emphasis away from narrativity to geography – in other words that the 

plot or the characterisation is secondary to the primary goal of these ‘texts’ which is quite simply to move. 

Indeed, Jenkins notes, that many new world travel narratives which set out in search of a place or goal, actually 

deferred it - the goal ultimately lost in a welter of details, events and places encountered during the voyage. 

There was a culture of so called ‘spatial stories’ – a culture that we can see mirrored in the types of story 

embraced by the Digitraveller. One such example being the massively popular spin-off ARG from the TV show 

Lost. In logical, lineal terms the ‘Lost Experience’ adds nothing to the resolution of the plot and gives no more 

‘answers’ than the TV show. What it does do however is take the player on a winding and fantastic journey from 

site to site – and it’s not long before the goal, the aim of the ‘game’ (i.e finding answers) becomes wholly 

redundant, lost in a wealth of fictitious detail and events that one cannot help but explore. The joy of ‘playing’ 

is not in trying to resolve details of the plot but in exploring and delving into the details you find along the way – 

the fictitious site for Charlie’s band Drive-Shaft for example with samples of tracks that were supposed hits or 

the fictitious site of Oceanic Airlines, the doomed airline with details about fated flight 815. Indeed in an almost 

fulfilment of Jenkins idea that plot is secondary to the desire to move and explore, when The Lost Experience 

finally did come to a conclusion, the ending met with a huge wave of negativity from fans, players and 

journalists alike. The conclusion was deemed a catastrophic letdown – which is hardly surprising. The success of 

the ‘game’ lay in its complex detail and the world it created rather than the plot. Providing a ‘final destination’ 

simply destroyed the journey and confined the spaces to be explored within a contextual narrative boundary.35   

 

A number of branded campaigns have utilised the notion of a ‘spatial story’ in which plot and characterisation 

are lost to the details and places explored along the way. Audi’s now famous Art of Heist and MINI’s Robotic car 

are both examples of spatial stories in which character and plot are for many, lost to the actual act of 

exploration instead. Indeed in a recent post on Transmedia Storytelling Jenkins notes that in many cases 

‘characters’ are largely undefined and lack depth.36 This is arguably because it is the detail, the sites and the 

places to be explored that are of interest. Spatial stories give the Digitraveller a world to explore, rather than a 

destination. In a recent article The Lost Experience – Failure of Plot, Success of Commercialism, Groshan 

Fabiola draws attention to brands such as Sprite and Jeep that managed to integrate themselves into the flow of 

the game. “It could be argued,” we are told, “that the word ‘sprite’ was used more in the aggregate of game 

dialogue than the word ‘Dharma’ (the mysterious corporation in the game).37 This was undoubtedly because 

both Sprite and Jeep were able to tap into the core success of the ARG – the fact that it was a ‘spatial story’ 

that wound it’s way through a dense forest of fictitious detail as opposed to one that moved towards a 

conclusive ending. Both brands were able to use this to their advantage – after all what is a ‘Sprite’ but a 

mischievous entity that runs rings around you and leads you on a wild goose chase? And what is a Jeep but a 

vehicle that takes you off-road, where it is the experience of travelling and the journey that is important as 

opposed to the destination? At the time many industry blogs could not see the point of these brands integrating 

themselves into the game. Just where was the single minded message?38 To many it seemed as though the two 

brands had created fake sites and fake connections to the elusive Dharma Initiative and little else. There were 

no product messages about quenching thirst or about the performance of the new Jeep. In fact the Jeeps 
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referenced in the game were 1970’s models. However what many failed to realise was that it was the journey 

these brands took their consumers on that was important. Not the destinations.  

 

Spatial exploration is clearly an important element of successful storytelling in the digital world. And 

interestingly one of the latest phenomena to take the web by storm has been Second Life, a 3D virtual world 

which people can visit “almost as if it were a real place.” 

  

“They explore, meet new people, participate in individual and group activities, and, if they decide to visit often, they 

learn new skills and mature socially (in the sense of learning the culture of the virtual world). Though sometimes 

referred to as a game, Second Life does not have points, scores, winners and losers, levels, and end-strategy, or most 

of the other characteristics of a game.”39 

In a bizarre fulfilment of Jenkins’s notion that plot is in fact wholly secondary to spatial travel in early Nintendo 

games, this new generation of ‘gaming’ does away with the notion of game play altogether. The world created 

by Linden Lab is simply a place to be explored, colonised and travelled through.    

 

 

v) The importance of knowledge  
 

Knowledge is an important part of the Digitraveller’s world. The M&M’s dark chocolate campaign cited earlier 

(in which references to 50 horror films were hidden in a digital painting) produced a wealth of comments and 

discussion on blogs and community sites as users attempted to make a definitive list of all the references. 

Comments appeared on Digg.com (with over a 1000 diggs) as well as Del.icio.us, from which many blogs picked 

up the link. Knowledge and knowledge sharing, as Jenkins suggests in Convergence Culture are key drivers of 

online communities – as they always have been in traveller communities. The “experiences of many travellers 

are only available in social networks,” concludes the University of Zurich. Likewise, Digitravellers share 

knowledge across social networks. They share the nuances and depths of the places and media that they have 

explored – which leads us into a long running debate in the advertising industry regarding the level of 

acceptable complexity within executions and campaigns. Pre-testing today is all about ensuring that 

communications are simple, straightforward and easy to understand. But it is in fact complexity, Russell Davis 

and others argue, that makes a piece of advertising engaging. Without complexity and layers of information, 

knowledge is sparse. What is there to talk about? Nobody ever talks about one place or one beach or cove when 

travelling. Everyone has seen the same place from a different perspective. Each knows a bay, a cove, a bar or a 

cave that everyone else has simply passed by. Similarly in the case of media and advertising communications, 

without multiplicity and without layering there is little to trade or talk about. In an excellent post re-assessing 

traditional models of Transmedia Planning* Faris Yakob from Naked argues that introducing different parts and 

layers of a message through different channels is in fact the key to creating knowledge communities around 

campaigns. People will trade the parts of the message or information that they have with others, assembling the 

brand like a puzzle. Jason Oke at Leo Burnett40 takes this model one stage further arguing that multi-layering 

within individual executions is also fundamental to creating knowledge communities and word-of-mouth. Some 

                                         
* For a full explanation of Faris’ new model of Transmedia Planning see the original post at 
http://farisyakob.typepad.com/blog/2006/10/transmedia_plan.html 
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people for example will notice particular references whilst other people will notice different ones. He takes the 

example of a Burger King advert by Crispin Porter. On the surface he notes, it’s simply a jingle about a chicken 

sandwich. But delve a bit deeper and there are a whole series of subtle references. The guy singing is Darius 

Rucker from Hootie & the Blowfish. The jingle itself is based on a Burl Ives classic “Big Rock Candy Mountain.” It 

is directed by iconic photographer David LaChapelle and is imbued with all sorts of homo and heterosexual 

innuendo. And Brooke Burke makes a cameo at the end. Not everyone will notice all these references. But 

layering the advert with such references gives something for people to discover and talk about. The Digitraveller 

wants to share experiences and nuances of the places/media they have explored. Creating complex and layered 

communications allows this to happen. It also of course allows people to ‘discover’ things that others have 

missed – which is another important facet of the Digitraveller.  

 

vi) The desire to discover 

 
“You take the red pill, you stay in wonderland and I show you just how deep the rabbit hole goes.”  
- Morpheus to Neo, The Matrix  
 

Discovering the unknown and travelling off the beaten track is another important facet of travellers. Indeed the 

emergence of the Digitraveller might provide some explanation as to why, with the advent of web 2.0 (arguably 

the creation of Digitravellers) we are perhaps beginning to see the demise of the banner ad.41 Indeed early in 

2006 Peter Kang reported that the Videogame portal IGN had announced it would be disposing with banner ads 

as it stepped up its advertising technology. In some ways the banner ad is little more than a signpost, telling you 

to 'click here' to go to a particular site. It is a direct route to a clearly marked place and destination – a model 

which would have worked beautifully when we were all sat on that superhighway looking for an easy place to 

pull off and park. But one which now falls flat when applied to the Digitraveller. Digitravellers don’t want to be 

led directly to a destination, as MINI recognised with their last ‘MINI Adventure’ campaign.42 MINI used their 

banners to create a virtual journey through some of the UK’s most random websites, led by a white MINI or 

‘rabbit.’ Banner ads originating from sites such as Urban Junkies and Mojo acted as initial rabbit holes 

proclaiming that “This is not the way to the MINI site.”  
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After ads had lead followers on a merry dance through sites such as Uglyfootballers.com, SettleforBrian.com, 

sausagefans.com and hencam.co.uk followers were simply left stranded in the middle of cyberspace. The final 

banner simply stated “there are more adventures out there.” It didn’t take Alice through to the MINI site. It just 

left her there in the middle of a vast wonderland to continue her journey. And this notion of discovery is 

something that other brands have begun to try to capitalise on. Puma’s website below is a great example of 

this. Puma created a hidden page behind the main website announcing to inquisitive visitors who managed to 

lift the corner of the site and find the secret page, that “their curiosity has been rewarded.” This is a model 

almost identical to Winterson's vision of multiple digital worlds:  

 

“There are so many lives packed into one. The one life we think we know is only the window that is open on the 

screen. The big window full of detail, where the meaning is often lost among the facts. If we can close that 

window, on purpose or by chance, what we find behind is another view.” 

Jeanette Winterson; The .Powerbook 

 

 

 
Puma’s home page with the hidden page below for the inquisitive 

 

What is interesting is that brands have, for many years acted as entry points, or rabbit holes for readers and 

viewers to access these hidden worlds – or rather, I should clarify, 'fictional' brands have, at least. Fictional 

brands, in films especially, are often used as covert signifiers, linking characters and pieces of stories together 

above and beyond the main lineal plot. One example is the fictional brands found in Quentin Tarrentino's 
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complex worlds. Red Apple cigarettes, a brand created by Tarrentino has thrown up several discussions as to the 

contextual relations between his films. Some suggest that the brand's careful placement in various scenes 

indicates that Kill Bill is actually a film within a film. That it is in fact a film within Pulp Fiction. The brand is 

the clue, a piece of a puzzle that allows people to travel between films and into new worlds. What is important 

is that these entry points are, of course, only ever noticed and found by a select few. Indeed replica Red Apple 

cigarette ash trays sold on the internet, are marketed as 'another familiar brand for those in the know.'43 Being 

‘in the know,' being part of a select few who can interpret and find these secret worlds, is an important part of 

creating strong brand communities.  

 

Fictional branding and hidden worlds really came into their own with the creation of the hit TV series Lost and 

it’s spin off ARG The Lost Experience. Following branded rabbit holes found within the TV series took the 

inquisitive Digitraveller on a journey into a whole world of sites to explore. In one episode for example, a poster 

appears in a scene advertising Oceanic Airlines, the airline to which fated flight 815 belonged. One inquisitive 

viewer paused the action (using a Digibox) noted the web address of the fictional airline site on the poster and 

duly visited. The fake company site revealed a wealth of hidden messages, details and clues about the 

passengers on board. Similarly 'Apollo candy’ (eaten by several on the island) is another fictional brand, with a 

website full of clues and messages. An advert for the fictional product was shown in commercial breaks during 

the show, providing the curious with a URL to follow. Travelling is all about adventure and discovery, a journey 

into the unknown. A fact which may explain the rise in popularity of ARG’s in the last few years. Those ARGs 

that have succeeded as we have already seen are not so much games, as spatial journeys and discoveries of 

entry points into vast digital wonderlands. Adventure is, after all, all about discovering the unknown, finding 

new and mysterious places. As Cypher says to Neo at the beginning of The Matrix, “buckle up Dorothy cause 

Kansas is going bye-bye.”   

 

vii) Fluid identities and self-discovery – Naked’s “The Dark Side of Brands”44  

 

Travel has of course long been associated with inner voyages of self-discovery. “I soon realised” the author 

Lillian Smith once wrote “that no journey carries one far unless, as it extends into the world around us, it goes 

an equal distance into the world within.” Digitravel is no different  

 

There is an anonymity about travelling through a foreign country that can seduce us into behaving in ways we 

perhaps wouldn’t elsewhere. It is a transitory experience - we never have to go back. There are no 

consequences to our actions. We are anonymous faces and no one need ever know what we have done. It is no 

surprise then that as the global travel industry has expanded, so too has the global sex industry. Bangkok, one of 

the largest travel destinations in the world, is also a centre for the sex trade and prostitution. In the same way, 

sex has infiltrated the digital world from its earliest days - as Trekkie Monster from Avenue Q so eloquently puts 

it “The internet is for porn.” Digitravel, like off-line travel can be an anonymous voyage into our most secret 

and hidden depths and desires. Travellers, William Least reminds us, have no history. They exist purely in the 

present: 

 

“What you've done becomes the judge of what you're going to do - especially in other people's minds.  When you're 

travelling, you are what you are right there and then.  People don't have your past to hold against you.  No yesterdays 

on the road.” 

William Least Heat Moon, Blue Highways45 
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And the same is of course true for Digitravellers and to some extent Digitourists. We can even go so far as to 

delete our very “History” if we so desire. Our actions, where we have been and what we have done, can be 

destroyed in one click: 

 

 
 

Literature is full of examples of tales in which travellers’ journey deep into the darkest depths of their own 

nature, only to find horrific glimpses of disturbing human truths; perhaps most famously in Heart of Darkness 

where Marlow encounters his alter ego, Kurtz. Travelling removes us from the routines and social codes that we 

root our moral beings and personalities in. And with these social veneers gone, our behaviour can quickly 

change. Indeed, contrary to the watered-down Hollywood adaptation of The Beach, Garland’s original novel cast 

Richard as a character that sank deep into an abyss of madness and amoral decisions as he travelled through 

Thailand. The anonymous and transitory nature of travel can have significant effects on the way we behave. And 

Digitravel at it’s extremes is clearly no different. It offers the same dangerous release and freedom as offline 

travel does.   

In August 2006 AOL accidentally released search data from over 650,000 of its users. Uproar quickly ensued 

when it was discovered that users could be identified from the searches they’d made – with many having typed 

in their social security numbers, postcodes, own names and telephone numbers. It was a serious privacy breach. 

But what was more disturbing however, was the nature of some of the searches carried out. The data released 

revealed the kind of lifestyle statements no TGI survey has ever yet come close to throwing up. An owner of a 

1986 Porsche 944, for example, also regularly searched for ‘Lolitas.’46 Other search terms entered were so 

violent and disturbing that many papers have refused to publish them. The sites AOLPsycho.com and 

AOLStalker.com have since appeared listing the more disturbing of the searches - including murder, incest, 

rape, adultery and drugs. As Tom Foremski (former FT reporter) commented on his blog “This is a glimpse into 

the human condition that goes way beyond anything else we have seen, beyond Dostoevsky, Dickens, Balzac, 

Melville or anybody else.”47  

Indeed it is interesting that postcards, traditionally epistles sent home whilst travelling, have taken on a new 

significance in the digital world. PostSecret.com is a phenomenally successful site that has now spawned a 

number of spin-off books. It is “an ongoing community art project where people mail in their secrets 

anonymously on one side of a homemade postcard.”48 Some are more shocking than others. But all are postcards 

from the Digital Edge, anonymous updates and reports from journeys into the depths of the inner self: 
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This is all well and good but what significance does this have for advertisers? Well it is perhaps less about how 

we can utilise this aspect of digitravel as what to be wary of. David Ogilvy once famously said “The consumer is 

not a moron. She is your wife.” And what's more, today she’s screwing the milkman, popping Prozac and baking 

hash cakes if PostSecret is anything to go by. If the Digital world has shown us anything it is that consumers (and 

Digitravellers especially) are not the passive, one dimensional stereotypes we as marketers categorise them as.    

 

Indeed there has been a lot of research into the dynamics of online communities and online behaviour. The 

ethical and moral stances we adopt in the real world are not, it would seem as quickly mirrored online. 

According to John M. Grohol, Psy.D, an expert in online psychology and behaviour, anonymity especially is a 

double-edged sword for online communities. Whilst anonymity may allow people to feel more free and 

disinhibited to discuss otherwise difficult topics, it also allows people to hide. They can say whatever they want 

with little ramification. Psychologists have for a long time known that online communities are far more 

disinhibited than face-to-face communications.49 And disinhibition coupled with anonymity can be a dangerous 

mix as the numerous tales of online stalking and other crimes indicate. 

Which leads us onto a second area to be wary of. If Digitravel, like real world travel, fosters a mindset in which 

the darker depths and corners of our true selves are revealed, then this has serious implications for the 

traditional model of the ‘brand personality.’ If the digital world is allowing consumers to explore the dark, 

unethical sides of their personalities then it follows that many will probably look with extreme scepticism at the 

whiter-than-white, happy-go-lucky kind of personalities that brands create. Indeed unsurprisingly, many 

consumer created “Brand Alter Egos” have sprung up across the Digital landscape in recent years. MySpace, a 

site where personalities are defined, is a breeding ground for Digitravellers wanting to expose what they 

perceive to be the real ‘truths’ behind the brand personalities advertisers create. Camel Wides for example has 

a hijacked MySpace entry named “Big.Fat.Delicious.” (after the brand’s current tagline.) In the section asking 

occupation, the anonymous creator has listed “Killing people one at a time.” Big.Fat.Delicous’ network of 

friends include ‘Satan’ and the prescription pain killer ‘Vicodin.’ The page is complete with a soundtrack of a 

coughing smoker singing a song about wanting to give up cigarettes. In the Digital world, if you create a brand 

personality, an alter ego will no doubt appear somewhere on the digital horizon at some point - something both 

Chevy and Virgin found out when they ran user-generated campaign competitions. Chevy Tahoe ended up with 
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entries linking the 4x4 to Global Warming and Virgin with adverts showing Richard Branson in compromising 

situations.   

Digitravel at it’s most extreme, can be a voyage of self discovery. It’s transitory and anonymous nature offers a 

way for Digitravellers to explore and discover facets of their personalities that would otherwise remain hidden 

in the offline world. From sexual orientation to darker, more unethical issues there is whether we like it or not, 

an increasingly candid openness to the Digitraveller mindset. Not least because self-discovery for good or for 

bad, invariably involves dealing with some very complex and often negative emotional issues en route.  

 

Not surprisingly some agencies are therefore beginning to question the future of the traditional branded 

personality in all its whole-hearted worthiness. Naked is just one of a series of agencies questioning the 

sustainability of the wholesome brand personality. Naked Australia has been talking about the emergence of 

something they refer to as the “Dark Side of Brands.”50 

 

According to this model, during the 90’s brands were simply yang – positive and wholesome. The time has come 

now for brands to embrace all that is ying about them. The dark, negative emotions of life. “Now,” Faris Yakob 

from Naked’s London office tells us on his blog “brands need to embrace their shadows.”† (Just like Marlow did 

with his shadow Kurtz.) “Shadows” are defined as “qualities deemed unacceptable and thus usually hidden, by 

brands and by people.” The theory goes that if brands could somehow embrace or at least connect with their 

shadows, they could build much stronger, honest relationships with their consumers. “To create stronger, 

robust, believable brands, we must turn to the dark side” Yakob concludes. Now whether it is possible for 

brands to really venture into such areas it is highly debatable (although “The Horror, The Horror” is arguably 
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the best single-minded proposition ever written). What is for certain is that there is a potential within the 

Digitravel mindset for advertising to tap into a much deeper, darker and negative set of emotions than it is 

currently concerned with, which may be of interest to advertisers. Research by Adam Anderson et al has 

suggested that negative emotional arousal leaves a more powerful memory trace than positive arousal.51  

 

3.2 Advertising to the Digitourist 
 

Virtual guides  

 

Digitourists behave very differently to the Digitraveller. The key role for advertisers targeting digitourists is to 

act as a digital tour guide - an organiser, scheduler and service provider. This section outlines three basic ways 

that some brands have managed to do this. 

 

i) Advertools52 

 
An advertool is basically a communication channel created by a brand which offers a free functional utility to 

consumers with no strings attached.‡ In the digital world ‘Advertools’ largely help those in the Digitourist 

mindset by making navigation and digital travel easier and straightforward. They can also act as a kind of 

‘Digitourist Information Centre’ collating and providing information. easyJet’s Airmail is a good example of an 

advertool. Airmail is a free desktop download alert service that delivers all the latest flight information and 

deals from easyJet. Once preferences such as routes and destinations of interest have been set, AirMail will 

send alerts straight to the desktop as a ‘paper aeroplane’ that flies in, lands and delivers the news and then 

zooms off once it’s been read. And of course Microsoft’s Click add-on that was referred to earlier is another 

example. Its advertising angle is the presentation of contextual text ads, currently provided by Google, at the 

bottom of the bubble.  

  

ii) Adwords and search mechanisms 

 

For the Digitourist, searching is the weary part. What is a game and a journey to the Digitraveller is a frustrating 

stumbling block to the tourist. The tourist we remember, as G.K Chesterton said, “sees what he came to see.” 

The Digitourist comes to the internet, knowing what they want to find whether it be a piece of information or a 

product. It is no surprise then that paid for search listings are the largest form of online advertising. In 2005 ad 

spend on search listings reached an impressive £768.3 million – a 79% increase on 2004 figures. The first half of 

2006 saw figures reach £531.3 million.53 Paid for search listings are a vitally important part of reaching the 

Digitourist. PPC (Pay per click) allows advertisers to bid for placement in the paid listings search results on 

terms relevant to their business. Advertisers pay the amount of their bid only when a consumer clicks on their 

                                                                                                                        
† For a full description of The Dark Side of Brands and the rise of ‘sadvertising’ see Faris’ post at 
http://farisyakob.typepad.com/blog/2007/01/the_dark_side_o.html 
‡ ‘Advertools’ is a term coined by Faris Yakob and Ben Richards. For a full discussion on the use of Advertools 
see Faris Yakob’s and Ben Richards’ article Fill Up Your Advertool Kit as published in Media Magazine (also 
found at http://farisyakob.typepad.com/blog/articles/index.html) 
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listing. Most search engines have a tool to help advertisers find the best search terms to bid for. For example 

the Google Keyword Tool generates potential keywords for your ad campaign and reports their Google statistics, 

including search performance and seasonal trends. Keyword insights can be used to; measure the level of 

awareness and demand for a particular product, find out how Digitourist are asking for it and to consider what 

news and information relating to the product or category that they may also be looking for.  

 

iii) Digitours 

 
Whereas it is the journey that it is important for the Digitraveller, it is the destination that is significant for the 

Digitourist. They want to be shown whatever it is they have come to see in all its spectacular glory. Increasingly 

sites are therefore employing ever-more complicated and intricate graphics to allow exceptional movement 

through and around their sites. A supreme digital tour. Honda, for example (as with many other car brands) 

invite visitors to ‘take a tour’ of their cars, allowing them to spin round it in a 360 degree turn before taking it 

to pieces.54  

 
This 360 degree sight-seeing is interestingly highly reminiscent of digital movement as defined by The Matrix. 

“Bullet time” was a trick 360 degree camera shot made famous by the crew of The Matrix:55  

 

 
 

But this notion of time-defying, ‘frozen’ digital movement is now a common feature of many sites, including 

Ikea’s impressive kitchen tour.56  
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Not surprisingly the majority of e-Commerce and ‘product showroom’ type sites are concerned with developing 

ever slicker and more impressive ways for the Digitourist to explore and look around – such as Adidas Y-3 

collection.57 As technology moves on, creating super-tours for the Digitourist will become an integral part of 

many digital experiences – as ‘perceptive pixel’ demonstrates. 58 

 

 

3.3 General considerations for advertisers in a digital world  
 

i) Search Engines – the beginning of journeys  

 

With 87% of the population using search engines as their primary means of finding a website, they are an 

important part of reaching both the Digitraveller and Digitourist alike.59 Whether we are Digitourists asking for 

directions to somewhere in particular or Digitravellers searching for a ‘rabbit URL’ to take us on an adventure 

into a wonderland, search engines are where the journey begins for all of us. It is no surprise then, that in this 

arena successful design cues from the travelling industry have translated extraordinarily well into the digital 

world. Google is in many respects, the Rough Guide of the internet. Its simple text based approach and boxed 

layout has a similar feel to that of the Rough Guide series. Both serve up information about destinations in a 

simple, straightforward fashion.  

 

  
 

There are two basic ways to ensure that either tourists or travellers arrive or pass through your site. The first 

method, Paid for Searches we covered when looking at advertising targeting Digitourists. Paid for searches are 

basically where ads appear at the side of the returned results when particular search words are entered. The 

second method however is SEO or Search Engine Optimisation. This is where websites are listed prominently 

within the search-engine’s organic (algorithmic, spidered) search results. SEO involves making a site ‘readable’ 

to search engines or ‘spiderable’ (so called because of the automated ‘spider’ technology used by most search 

engines to index a site) in order to improve its natural search ranking. Search engine spiders look for a range of 

information when ranking sites including; search term keywords in the text and in the meta-tags, a depth of 

relevant content, internal and external links and their popularity and alternative text on images. It is worth 

noting that because of their constantly updated content and their numerous links, blogs and wikis tend to 
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feature highly in listings. Web analytic tools exit to allow you to measure the success of your site improvements 

and compare your traffic from natural search and your paid listings.60 

 

But it’s not just about taking people to your site. In a recent survey of ACNeilsen’s top 50 UK grocery brands, it 

was found that 40% of them had critical or negative commentary in the top 10 Google results. Coca-Cola for 

example had negative sites ranked at 3,4,7 and 8. It is important therefore that brands are aware of what is 

being said about them and how visible it is.61 With 87% of internet users using search engines as their primary 

means of finding sites and a fifth of all web searches being made for specific brands, it is highly important that 

brands ensure Digitourists especially are taken to the right place.   

 

ii) Over-commercialisation - Digital hotspots  

 

Another point to consider is that sites, like their real world counterparts will have a given life span. As in 

traveller and backpacker communities there are ‘hotspots,’ in the digital world - cool, trendy places that are of 

the moment. Sites like Popurls62 update daily, listing “popular urls to the latest web buzz.” However as the 

popularity of any given site or place grows and attracts more people, its ‘coolness’ will inevitably suffer. The 

core users will leave it for pastures new. Phuket for example, once a traveller’s paradise, is now regarded by 

the most dedicated backpackers as an over-commercialised Westernised place. Corporations and businesses take 

advantage of these places and the constant flow of people through them. Eventually they build hotels and 

commercialise the place until the communities of travellers that once frequented it are replaced by hordes of 

tourists instead.  

 

"The serious travellers had already moved on to the next island in the chain, the intermediate travellers were 

wondering where all the life had gone and the tourist hordes were ready to descend on their freshly beaten 

track."  

- The Beach, Alex Garland 

 

A similar scenario will probably be played out in Digital hotspots. Commercialisation can alter the land and 

those who inhabit it. Debate rages as to the future of sites such as MySpace that have recently been bought out 

by large corporations such as News Corp. Many industry experts predict a scenario strikingly similar to that 

observed in over-commercialised travel hotspots:   

 

“Young people are using technology to foster community. Meanwhile, big companies are scratching their heads, 

trying to get a handle on the fact that social currency — and not content — actually drives these communities. 

And, with no other alternative, big companies buy these communities and transform them into businesses — only 

to watch the participants move on to the next real community.” - Douglas Ruskoff63  

 

Indeed MySpace’s recent decision to ban customised widgets has caused widespread debate. As discussed 

earlier, the ability to customise its pages is arguably one of the key reasons behind MySpace's phenomenal 

success. However MySpace has decided to block all non My-Space widgets in an attempt to stamp out the 

countless number of start-ups building their business on the back of MySpace. Peter Chernin, the COO of News 

Corp said as much late last year when he specifically named YouTube, Flickr and Photobucket as services that 

were “really driven off the back of MySpace.” Contagious, amongst others however have been quick to question 
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the decision – and their metaphors are telling; “Will frustrated users” they ask, “migrate in search of a more 

anarchic never never land?” (My italics)64 

 

iii) Disruption and invasion of space 
 

At the moment, most online advertisers behave like market traders, haggling and invading people’s space as 

they pass through the internet. Advertisers line the sides of the traveller’s passage, darting in front of them, 

trying somehow to catch their attention. They block the paths of Digitourists and Digitravellers alike, trying to 

sell them something as they pass by. Pop-ups are notorious for this and are perhaps the worst culprits, blocking 

whatever it is that the Digitourist or Digitraveller has come to see. Then there are those ads that break up 

articles and require the obligatory ‘text continues below advert’ note. The Digitraveller/Digitourist has to 

circumnavigate around it to continue their journey. The current model of online advertising is simply a variation 

of the old interruption model from the offline world - except that in the digital world it exists not so much as 

interruption, as a disruption and invasion of space:65 

 

 
 

Invasion of space can work (as above) when it is done creatively. But it can also be highly frustrating for the 

Digitraveller and Digitourist. The ‘invasion’ model is clearly not an ideal one for the Digital world and severely 

limits reaching both the Digitourist and the Digitraveller effectively – especially the Digitraveller where as we 

have seen, ownership of space and territorial rights are so important. Forcing our way into their space is not the 

best way to attract their attention. 
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iv) The Creative Challenge  
 

As technology becomes ever more focused on the DIgitourist, providing easy to access, on-demand sight-seeing 

experiences, the challenge for advertisers will inevitably be to try to reach the Digitraveller within all this. In 

the coming years the creative challenge will be about how to appeal to the Digitraveller mindset through new 

platforms and about how we reach the curious Web 2.0 adventurer rather than the passive sightseer. Some 

advertisers have already tried to do this, with varying degrees of success. In 2006 GE ran an interactive TV 

advert which they claimed was “an innovative concept in commercial content designed to capture the 

imagination of television viewers.”66 The so called ‘one second theatre’ was a hidden set of bonus content 

frames, embedded within a 30 second TV advert. Owners of digital video recording devices however, were able 

to pause the commercial and watch the hidden content. It was designed to tap into the curious nature of the 

Digitraveller. An interesting idea maybe but the content let it down. Upon watching the theatre, the ‘hidden’ 

information was simply some fictional details about the elephant and the other animals in the advert. Hardly 

worth stopping for.  

 

 
 

Their latest addition, a tale of a princess kissing a frog fares little better. Princesses and frogs are not exactly 

the components of an original story. It is important to remember that the channel can never be a substitution 

for content. More successful were the inclusion of fake adverts during commercial breaks between episodes of 

Lost in the US and Australia. The adverts for the fictional brands found only in the show, were part of the Lost 

Experience ARG. Players of the game who had watched Hurley and others chomp their way through a box of 

Apollo Candy bars in numerous episodes were rewarded when an advert for the non-existent brand ran between 

episodes with a web address. Blog chatter went crazy with people deliberately watching all breaks for the fake 

adverts, looking for clues and hints within the advert.67   

 

Whatever the channel, whether IPTV, 3G or vodcasting, increasingly the creative challenge across all emerging 

digital platforms, will undoubtedly, be how to engage the Digitraveller. Vodcasting advertising is already 

expected to reach $6,900 million by 2010 (compared to $1,400 million in 2005.)68 But early studies show that 
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consumers are just as frustrated with traditional advertising models in this new medium, as they are with the 

model in old mediums, such as TV. A recent survey by Burst Media in the US revealed that advertising placement 

in online video is not met with overwhelming consumer approval. In fact, three quarters (77.5%) of respondents 

say advertisements in online video are intrusive and nearly two-thirds (62.2%) say advertisements in video 

content disrupts their web surfing experience.69 The old models of advertising in which we are simply talking to 

the passive tourist do not work anymore. The curious, adventurous traveller expects more - something that the 

gaming world is beginning to understand. Worldwide online gaming revenues are expected to grow from $3.4 

billion in 2005 to over $13 billion in 2011.70 But simply placing adverts within a game is not enough. Some game 

designers see the in-game presence of billboards and posters as a creative catalyst. And one of the best pieces 

of advertising integration in this medium has been by Lynx Axe. Tom Clancy’s Splinter Cell Chaos Theory PC 

game released in 2005 by Ubisoft, includes a bright neon sign for Axe deodorant. The neon sign was permanently 

included or “hard coded” into the game. The protagonist, secret agent Sam Fisher must scale the sign at night 

in order to advance further. Jenkins, we remember proposed that the key driver behind many PC games is to 

move and explore the space around us. In this context then Lynx’s advert becomes highly significant. The player 

must use the advert as the way to move forward. It becomes a route and an entrance into another area of the 

game space.    
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4. The future 
 

i) Lost in Cyberspace 

 
“Half the fun of the travel is the aesthetic of lostness.” 

Ray Bradbury 

 

At the moment our attention is firmly fixed on technology and its capabilities, rather than the way we actually 

end up using this technology. As a result digital services and offerings will increasingly be targeted towards the 

passive, sightseeing Digitourist. Indeed the next generation of the internet, Web 3.0, is a case in point. Web 3.0 

or ‘The Semantic Web’ as it is also known is an evolution of the internet in which information will become 

machine processable (rather than being only human oriented). In theory browsers and other software agents will 

be able to find, share and combine information more easily. Web 3.0 is a manifestation of Tim Berners-Lee's 

vision of the Web as a universal medium for data, information, and knowledge exchange. The semantic web 

project is designed to bring meaning to the internet. All documents would be tagged with relevant, machine 

readable data describing what they are, creating a form of weak AI. Search engines will become ever more 

efficient, finding pinpointed, relevant results. But the flipside to increased relevance as Naked’s Faris Yakob 

reminds us is, of course, less randomness.71  

 

But randomness or “the aesthetic of lostness” is, as we have seen, an important part of the Digitraveller’s 

experience. MINI’s banner we remember worked so well because it took followers to some of the most random 

URLS. Quick and accessible destinations are not what interest or stimulate the Digitraveller. For them it is 

instead about getting lost in cyberspace, exploring the uncharted and following a random, unmapped path into 

the unknown – something that Web 3.0 is specifically designed to counteract.    

 

ii) No Entry: Trespassers will be prosecuted 

 

The issue of digital ownership and the Digitravellers’ “right to roam” have also become of increasing interest. 

Some media owners have used the Digitraveller behavioural mode to their advantage, allowing their content to 

be re-mixed, re-claimed and shared uncensored; the cult furore surrounding the launch of Snakes on a Plane for 

example undoubtedly owed its success not only to the power of the blogosphere but also the willingness of New 

Line Pictures to relinquish control and allow online communities and bloggers to do what they wanted. In fact 

New Line Pictures were able to sit back and watch in awe as their marketing job was done for them across the 

web as T-shirts, posters, trailers and theme tunes were created. Brian Finkelstein, creator of 

snakesonablog.com, was contacted by New Line, who praised the job his site was doing. Finkelstein told CNN; 

“They are aware of what’s happening online, and they heartedly endorse it, but they are in no way in control of 

it.” Others however, are not finding it quite so easy to share.72 In January this year, Twentieth Century Fox Film 

served YouTube with a subpoena demanding that the site disclose the identity of a user who uploaded copies of 

entire recent episodes of 24 and The Simpsons. 

 

As more advertisers and brands move online, clashes between Digitravellers and so-called media ‘land owners’ 

will inevitably increase. Access is set to become a big issue in the digital world. Digitravellers we remember are 
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not content with simply “site-seeing.” Unlike Digitourists they have limited interest in carefully mapped, guided 

tours. They want interaction, experience and adventure. As such, Digital Rights Management or DRM as it is 

known is already a highly controversial topic amongst the Digitraveller generation. DRM is all about protecting 

the image and content of digital media - all of which inevitably impacts on the Digitraveller desire to remix, 

share and discover. Unsurprisingly digital freedom fighter organisations are already prolific. And their names are 

telling: the organisation set up in response to Apple’s dominance over the i-music sector for example goes by 

the name The Electronic Frontier Foundation. Geographical terminology is once more prevalent - A frontier is 

of course a region just beyond or at the edge of a settled area. Jenkins’s “Digital Land Grab” it seems is alive 

and well. Similarly, VideoLAN produces free software for video, released under the GNU General Public License. 

It started as a student project at the French Ecole Centrale Paris but is now a worldwide project with 

developers from 20 countries. VLC view their cause through a similar lens to other Digital Freedom fighters. 

They too are, it seems, involved in a territorial access dispute. Indeed the icon for the VLC Media Player (which 

allows transcoding and streaming without the need for additional codecs) is a traffic cone. And a traffic cone is 

of course something that is normally used to mark off areas which are closed to the public or out of bounds.    

 
The VLC application Icon 

 

Not so with the VLC Media player, which lets you play and transcode video in a variety of formats. And it’s not 

just small digital liberation groups talking about the consumers rights to digital ‘land.’ The metaphor is 

increasingly prevalent. When WARC recently reported on Eric Schmidt’s (CEO of Google) controversial 

declaration that media companies would eventually realise the error of their ways and permit their content to 

be aired on websites for free, its opening paragraph was telling:  

 
"We’re right; Media Companies are wrong’: Google Boss. 

MOUNTAIN VIEW, California:” Human beings are never more frightening than when convinced beyond doubt 

that they are right," wrote South African writer and explorer Laurens van der Post.73  

 
In an article about DRM it was perhaps more than just co-incidence that WARC choose to quote an “explorer” to 

introduce their position on the issue. As the issue of DRM becomes a hot topic amongst media owners, we are it 

seems, taking sides in the “digital land grab” as predicted by Jenkins back in 200074 and as the digital world 

becomes increasingly colonised and developed, access disputes between Digitravellers and Content Owners will 

undoubtedly become commonplace.   

 

A final thought 
 

The revolution of the digital world and the creation of Web 2.0 as we know it, have undoubtedly been driven by 

the emergence of the Digitraveller - a new type of consumer who is no longer simply a passive sightseer on a 

fixed consumer journey. The challenge for advertisers and media owners alike will be to try to keep this 

extraordinary traveller culture alive in a digital world increasingly tailored towards the tourist.  
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